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WORLD RENOWNED PSYCHIC, ELEANOR GRONENTHAL,
EVEN HELPS OUT THE FBI!
By Al Cole &Art Noble, Hosts of Cole & Noble: People of Distinction
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In the futuristic megahit trilogy, The Matrix, lead character Neo pays an
important visit to the Oracle, who is crucial in telling Neo whether or
not he is "The One," (to save mankind,) which is a cardinal theme of the
story.
While we all hold our breath to hear the answer, the Oracle starts with
a question instead, which leaves Neo ( played by Keanu Reeves ) to
actually decide for himself. (FromLEFT to RIGHT in Image--Adrienne
Papp and Eleanor Gronenthal).
So, how does it work then with psychics? Do we behave in a certain way because the Oracle tells us so, thus
we simply fulfill the prophecy, or does the Oracle predict something that we already know except perhaps
have not consciously considered? Or, maybe just did not know at the time due to our mindset and outlook on
life, which we have the power to change any time, and a psychic picks up on the change we are about to
make?
Eleanor Gronenthal is a world renowned psychic who has clients in almost every country. Her appointment
book is filled up to the minute daily as people seek her advice on literally every human issue including FBI

work, scandalous divorces and other traumatic and difficult events. She has been in the news numerous times,
mainly because of her very accurate description of crime victims and perpetrators to the degree of correctly
identifying names, which saves years and decades in solving otherwise cold crimes. "One named Baker or
Brown...one named William- not Williams" she stressed in one session with the FBI.
But, even more than that she is invaluable in helping a person to process emotions and forma clearer picture
of themselves and their life situations. Should it be a relationship issue or a business decision Eleanor is able to
save time and money pointing her clients in the right direction. " I ama combination of a psychologist and a
psychic. I only use cards as a tool, but mostly I just feel the truth about a person or a situation," she says.
"After more than 40 years, there is nothing I haven't heard...people call who have lost a ring, or their
jobs,...have a runaway kid, are in dilemma about a relationship, or even are on trial for murder." she adds.
Taken that her clients are all over the world she does phone readings, and also accepts bookings for a face to
face meeting at Tel: 805.479.6466.
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She lives in Camarillo, California.
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Related Content
Boston Ballet's Mikko Nissinen Performs on the Cole & Nobl..

Have you ever thrilled to a world-class ballet performance? Cole &
Noble now bring it to life through the magic of The Womens Radio
Network stage!
Lady Adrienne, Knighted! Celebrity Talk and Spirituality t..

This CEO talks about her high-profile celebrity cover stories with Mick
Jagger, Angelina Jolie and Robert Redford...and talks QuantumPhysics
too! ..
San Quentin Inmates Make Beautiful Music In New Best-Selle..

Buzzy Martin, author of “Don't Shoot! I'mthe Guitar Man” recounts
the 3½ years he taught guitar-playing to inmates at San Quentin State
Prison
Actor Colin Michael Day Talks About His Latest Film "The L..

LAActor Colin Michael Day teamed up with his college friend to
produce the great film"The Loneliest Road in America"
Tippi Hedren Appears on Cole & Noble
E-mail This Episode To AFriend

Tippi Hedren is the actress who starred in Alfred Hitchcock's classic
movie, "The Birds"! In 2003 Tippi received a star on the Hollywood Walk
of Fam..
Carol Channing, star of Broadway's Hello Dolly, Appears on..

Her lively personality and brilliant performances made her the toast of
Broadway with starring roles in "Hello Dolly" and "Gentlemen Prefer
Blonds!"
Batman's original "Catwoman", Julie Newmar, Appears on Col..
Print This Episode

Julie Newmar is an extraordinary woman. Her sense of humor and
physicality made her Batman's most popular villain
Dick Van Dyke's Rose Marie Appears on the Cole & Noble Sho..

If you’re a "Dick Van Dyke Show" fan, you’re in for a real treat--you're
now connected to Sally Rogers!
Film Star Tanna Frederick of Henry Jaglom's "Queen of the..

Actress Tanna Frederick rose to prominence in Henry Jaglom's
Hollywood Dreams & was Best Actress at the 2008 Fargo FilmFestival
Award!
Charles Fox, the Songwriter who Wrote “Killing Me Softly..

Just perfect for Valentines Day! The great romantic song "Killing Me
Softly" by Roberta Flack, written by Charles Fox!
Rachel Braun Scherl has Created Zestra to Increase Women's..

Zestra, a natural botanical oil, helps to promote a healthy and loving
sex life...a little bit of Heaven, right here on earth!
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